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Junior Officers Are, Old-New Girl Game To
Convocation Service is
- Chosen Now
Be Played Tonight
Held Friday Morning
<
IMPRESSIVE CHAPEL PROGRAM
MARKS OFFICIAL SCHOOL
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STUDENT TEACHERS
ARE BUSY NOW

i\

At a recent meeting of the Senior
Class, officers for the ensuing year
were elected. Anne Bullock from
Portsmouth, Virginia, was elected
^resident; Anne Regan, Christiansburg, vice-president; Rebecca Jennings, South Bostdn, Secretary; Gladys Hawkins, Mt. Sidney, treasurer;
Anne Proctor, Drake's Branch, business, manager; and Elizabeth Miller,
Sfiiedley, sergeant-at-arms.
The Seniors have begun earnest
work and are planning to make their
fourth and last year here a grand
success.

<5>

Freshmen Complete
Training Course

EXCITEMENT RUNS HIGH AS
ANNUAL BATTLE
DRAWS NEAR

The gymnasium in Walter Reed
After taking the regular course in Hall tonight will be the scene of the
Freshman training the class of '32 first athletic contest of the year, the
is now about ready to become a full- annual New Girl—Old Girl basketfledged part' of the student body at ball game.
H. T. C. About thirty upper-classAccording to reports from the
men, Juniors and Seniors, served as
coaches,
the new girls have some very
leaders for the Freshmen who had
promising
basketball material, so a
been divided into groups.
hotly
contested
battle is expected. The
This procedure is an anual occurNew
Girl—Old
Girl game is one of
ance. The Freshmen were taught all
tne
most
interesting
campus events
things necessary for a college girl to
of
the
year.
It
is
usuaily
an authenknow, and were straightened out of
tic
forecast
of
what
sort
of
a varsity
innumerable tangles.
team we shall havefor the year. Too,
At the conclusion of this training
The Y. W. service on Sunday after- they will take the examination on the it is the first opportunity for the new
noon had an unusually large attend- more technical details of the student girls to appear before the student
SENIORS HAVETINE
body as a unit, and the rivalry beance. After Harriet Peajrson, accom- government rules and ideals.
tween
the sides in cheering is an outNEW DINING HALL panied by Lillian Spain, sang "The
standing
feature of the occasion..
Prayer Perfect," Dr. Miller gave an
It is hoped that every student, new
The Senior class this year has some- eight minute talk. He took as his sub- HOCKEY PRACTICE
and old, will come, out to the .''gym"
thing that no other Senior class in the ject "Digging Wells," bringing to at' BEGINS EARLY tonight and, by her presence and
College has ever had. This is the Sen- tention the wells of sympathy and
| "rooting,'.' start off the new sport seaior dining hall. The dining hall is lo- kindliness, which one has so very
The Harrisonburg varsity hockey |son with a "bang."
cated in the extreme rear of Harrison many chances to dig. "Follow the
team is out to win all of her games.
Hall and is a new feature of the Col- Gleam" was the closing hymn.
The first practice of the season was
lege. The Seniors are eating there,
held Monday afternoon, October 1, PRIZES OFFERED FOR
due
to
the
lack
of
'completion
of
the
SWIMMING POOL
with large number of girls out. Miss
hall. However, in a short time the hall COLLEGE OPENS ITS
BEST SMITH ESSAYS
NOW IN USE will be completed and both Seniors
Marbut, the coach of the team, says
DOORS
TO
MANY
that this year's team shall be the best
and Juniors will be eating there.
ever. No definite schedule for games Mrs. James W. Gerard, wife of the
—TheLswjmming pool is full of Water
The college formally opened its with-other schools has as yet been ar- former Ambassador to Germany, has
now and open to anyone who wants to LANIERS ARE AT
doors
for its nineteenth year, Monday, ranged, but games with George Wash' offered two prizes of $1,000 each for
take a swim—It is in the pink of conWORK
AGAIN
September
24. The enrollment for this ington, Westhampton, Fredericksburg, the best essays written by college studition—at least it should be after all
year
has
gone
past the seven hundred and others, are in view.
dents or graduates of not more than
of the scrubbing and actual manual
The
Sidney
Lanier
Literary
Soand
fifty
mark.
Monday
and
Tuesday
two years standing on the subject:
labor bestowed on it.
Swimming
ciety
anounces
the
election
of
its
ofwere
used
for
registration
purposes
"Why Alfred E. Smith Should be
classes for beginners have been arficers
for
the
fall
quarter.
The
foland
completion
of
schedules.
WednesElected President of the United
Y.
W.
SERVICES
ARE
rrtoged and started. By the end of
the year it is hoped all H. T. C.'ers lowing have been chosen as leaders; day classes started in earnest and now
BEGUN FOR YEAR States." One prize is for women and
the other for men. The contest will
will have learned to swim. General Catherine Sponseller, President; Vir- the staddnt body is down to real work
close on October 20th.
dip-hour is held every afternoon from ginia Saunders, Vice-President; Eliz- with classes having been going for
The first Y. W. C. A. meeting was The New York World,* Buffalo
4:30 to 5:30, except Saturday, when abeth Brinkley, Secretary; Groveen nearly two weeks. Most of the conit will be open from 2:00 to 3:00. Pittman, Treasurer; Madeline Ander- flicts and difficulties in schedule were held in Walter Reed Hall Thursday Times, Trenton Times, Raleigh News
OJher dip-hours will be arranged and sen, Chairman of the Program Com- completed during the first week and ! night. The attendance was splendid Observer, Richmond Timej3 Leader,
mittee, Rose Hogge, Sergeant-at- classes have begun in earnest with an and the spirit of devotion was shown Arkansas, Gazette, Gainesville, Fla.
announced later.
Arms, and Rebecca Jennings as crit- unusually good start.
through out the service.
Sun; Columbia, S. C. Record; NashMary Boone Murphy, the president ville Tennessean, Lexington Herald,
ic.
After the election, suggestions were
gave a short talk setting up som Nevada btate Journal, Atlanta Jourmade and plans for the quarter's PAGES START THE
ideals for the coming year. In this nal and Providence News are cooperwork discussed.
>i
she
said "Let's put before Ourselves, ating with the College League in conYEARS WORK
Excitement reigns throughout the
JGod.
ducting the contest
school when basketball is mentioned.
I We have such a wonderful, such a
Essays may be sent to these newsEXPERIMENTS
IN
The Page Literary Society held its , beautiful, yet, such a human life,
The schedule for the practice of the
papers
to the New York committee
TYPES OF COLLEGE first meeting of this year Friday, ' Christ. Surely with God our aim and u„ 1(<5orBroadway,
new girls has been posted and quite
New York City;
September 28. The meeting was taken I with Christ our example thjs coming
a number of new girls have been comEDUCATION up
ithe
Central
Regional
Committee at
with the., election of new officers. year cannot be a year of all work or
ing.out to practice. A good team
toe
Hotel
Jefferson,
St.
Louis, Mo., or
They were as follows:
from the new members of the family
The University of Wisconsin last President, ilally Kent; Vice-President, i all play but such a wonderful happy the New England Committee at the
is expected. The schedule for the in- year undertook an experiment to de| year; a combination of both. She end! hotel Statler, Boston, Mass. Each of
tercollegiate games have not as yet termine how a small group of under- Evenki Eley; Secretary, Elizabeth 'ed her talk with a plea that in the
ithe various committees will pick the
Coons;
Treasurer,
Elizabeth
Cockerbeen posted, but when the games be- graduate students, may best be taught.
I hurry of Colege life, we should not
two best essays written by men and
ill;
Sergeant-at-Arms,
Janet
Biedler;
gin "pep" is expected from the whole Eleven professors and 119 freshmen
! forget the things that mean so much
'the two written by women tnat are
Chairman
of
Program
Committee,
student body..
to us as our prayers, Bible reading !
were given a dormitory for their own
submitted to it. Only these sectional
Virginia Thomas.
and the other things our Mothers have
and told to forget all of the tradiselections will qualify lor the money
taught us.
tional curricula terms. The subject
PRACTICE HOUSE IS
prizes.
^
The service was ended by the Y.
was life as it was lived in 'Athens
TEA ROOM AS IS
The
essays
are
to
be
limited
to
TOO
COMING NICELY during
W. benediction.
the fourth and fifth centuries
words and will be judged on strength
B. C. The students inquired into ecooi argument, form of composition and
Work has now begun on the .PracThe College Tea Room, having
nomics, politics, art, literature, law,
Y. W. MOVIE DRAWS
excellence in English. They must be
tice House which is situated near
opened
wide
its
doors
once
more
at
religion, science and philosophy of the
typed, or written, on one side of the
Cleveland Cottage. This is the first
night,
in
intensely
popular.
Crowds
LARGE
CROWD
time the Practice House has been on Greeks in that brilliant heyday of drift in and out, and from the sevpaper. The name of the author, with
their existence.
the campus. Previous to this time it
eral
cries
and
hum
of
conversation,
a
"Beware
of
Married
Men,"
a
movcollege and class must be enclosed.
The teacher guided, but gave no diwar. in some residential section of
shriek
of
laughter
is
heard—or
pering
picture
and
also
perfectly
good
Chosen
rect instruction to his own particular
town and was rather inconvenient to
twelve students. Individual assign- haps, an order for a "coke"— Here, advice, was given by the Y. W. C. A.
the people who had classes on the camment and conference was the plan in a very cosmopolitan atmosphere. Saturday night.
pus. Mrs. Moody is predicting that
The picture, being the first on the SENIORS DRAW UP
through which the topics were stu* Meet Freshman and-Senior on a comthe work will be complete on the
imon ground—Biveze reporters and campus, naturally drew a large crowd.
house and will be ready for lise by ied.
RESOLUTIONS
Dr. Frank, president of the univer- ytudent .Teachers mix indiscriminate- Freshmen turned out unanimously.
the beginning of the winter quarter.
ily—an
occasional
faculty
member
Irene Rich played the part of an
sity says:
"The course of study which we are '.drifts in—Chairs are moved and re- elder sister who, in trying to protect In view of the fact that the new dinnow trying to create rests frankly on i plated—food is nurchly consumed— her flapper sister, landed herself into ing hall has been opened exclusively
the substitution of the study of 'hu- reputations are made—and uiimade— very questionable company and odd to seniors and a few juniors, the senman situations' for the study of sub- aa well as friendships—teachers, situations. George Tucker was the
lawyer who' gave married men their ior class adopted at a recent meeting
Tho Seniors and Sophomores who jects. We assume that it is the purpose classes, studies, work—and other unfreedom, but didn't believe irt divorce. appropriate rules and regulations to
are doing their Student.Teaching this of liberal teaching to make the stu- pleasant subjects are discussed as litIncidently he loved and married Irene
dent
ready
to
learn
and
inquire
and
quarter have begun work in earnest.
tle as possible—Here, for an hour, one Rich. Clyde Cook, as a dumb detec- be observed at all times in the hall.
:
think
about
the
human
situation
withThose w'r.o are teaching in the elemen- 1
finds relaxation, re-creation, conver- tive, put the fun in the show and kept The rules were drawn up with the
tary grades will teach one quarter iin which his own life falls. He should
isation—and nourishment—at a pure- every, one laughing heartily until idea that they may become fixed for
while t'..o:e teaching in the high school try to know the situation in its parts
use in future years.
the last slip on the step.
*
XContimed to Page 6, Column 1) lly nominal sum!
\vi.. leach one semester.
The fall quarter of 1928-29 was
officially opened on Friday, September 28, when Convocation exercises
took place during chapel period.
After the processional, lead by the
Glee Club, the Rev. Mr. Williams, rector of the Episcopal church of Harrisonburg, lead the devotional exercises.
^
Mr. Duke then spoke to the student
body concerning the attitudes and
various mental complexes "of girls
who come to this college. Standards
should be set by a girl who comes to
college and she should endeavor to
live up to them.
The dignity of the occasion was
manifested by the quietness with
which the students followed the gowned faculty and the Glee Club members
in the recessional.
Convocational
.services are an. established part of
the opening of each quarter at the
College now.

BASKET BALL PRACTICE
HAS STARTED NOW

ft

Seniors Elect Their
Leaders For Year

Junior class officers for this year
were, recently elected-^JfTne class of
'30. Mina Thomas from Fluvana was
elected president; Rose Hogge, Hampton, vice-president; Irene ("Sis")
Garrison, Harisonburg, secretary;
Mary Brown Allgood, Petersburg,
treasurer; Helen Lineweaver, Harrisonburg, business manager; and
Evelyn Bowers, Falls Church, sergeant-at-arms.
The class has reorganized and has
started its work off with such vim
that an excellent Junior showing is
expected.

SUNDAY Y.W. HAS
GOOD PROGRAM
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A TEACHERS
COMPENSATION
A teacher with the right' mental
attitude toward his work is fully repaid. I do.not know of a profession
which offers a compensation as high
as teaching to the orte who loves his
work because of the good that can be
done for others. There are some, of
course, who enter the teaching profession as a makeshift for a living and
are waiting for the turn of fortune
to give them better employment. These
are the ones who can easily make life
miserable for themselves and disgrace
the profession for those whose hearts
are in their work. For the individual
who is willing to minister to the youth
of the land) by stimulating greater
efforts, to right living, by awakening
talents, and by improving scholarship,
thercis no greater recompense than a
teacher's task well done.
Exchange

AUNT ABIGAIL'S
HAPPY WISDOM

Dear Aunt Abby:
Well, dear me, Auntie, I'm in an
awful fix. I just arrived at Harrisonburg via my little red Kiddy Kar, and
TWO DOLLARS A YEAR
I'm all kind, of hazy because the other
TEN CENTS A COPY
day I- was sitting in the lobby of that
big impressive building called -Harrison Hall, eating one of my five boxes
EDITORIAL BOARD
of arumal crackers mother had put
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
KATHRYN T. PACE '29
in my trunk, when some nice old girl
Managing Editor
Catherine W. Guthrie '29
sat down beside me and I asked her
Assistant Editor
Mary E. Crane '30
to play lion and tiger with me. I
Assistant Editor
Phyllis P. Palmer '30
meant we would hunt out all the lions
Society Editor
Audrey Hyatt '29
and tigers and eat off their heads and
Athletic Editor
,
-:..... Anne Proctor '30tails, and have more fun, when she
Intercollegiate Editor
Katherme Preston '29
jumped up, all kind of indignant and
News Editor .
,
Edna Phelps '29
surprised and shocked, and said just
Campus Editor
Helene Duvall '31
as saughty, "Freshman, after four
Department Editor .......:
,.„
Ruth King '29
years here, I think you might grow
Column Editor
."::... Cass Sponseller '31
up. And Auntie, dear, I'm all surprisExchange Editor
Dorothy Frey '31
ed cause mother told me I was her
Feature Editor
Frances Snyder '31
big girl before I came to school.
Organization Editor
,..."..
:.?.<
Julia Reynolds.'29 "IF I WERE A
All in a haze,
Literary Editor
'....
....!£.*,.......„
K._N/OfifaM'is '29
..
FRESHMAN"
,/: «
A freshman
■*
BOARD OF MANAGERS—
Dear
Lul
Freshie:
BUSINESS MANAGER
MARY G. WATT '31
- BY Z. P. METCALF
Assistant Business Manager
Eve Bargelt Director of Instruction, School of
My, my, child, your poor old Auntie
Agriculture
has been called on to help folks in all
TYPISTS
■The following taken from the N. situations from the time when Miss
Madeline Anderson '31 Pattie Fitzhugh '32 Charlotte Hagan '31
C. State College paper, The Tech-} Lyons lost a sheet to when Anne BulLois Hines '31
Margaret Bottom '31 Betty Barnheart '32
nieian, Raleigh, N. C. is an interest-1 lock lost her pet gold fish. But never
' Maude Forbes '29
,
Lois Ellis '31
ing and helpful talk to everyone, before in my seventy odd years have
I been called on to settle a circus quar■F
especially the new girls.
rel^
or decide if one^jt truly grown up.
"I have been asked to write a word
So,
Freshman
dear, my advice though
of welcome to the incoming freshman
it
may
be
cold
and cruel is, just eat
:lass, and I note from former Techyour
animal
crackers
in your own
YOUR NEW PAPER
nicians that these are not so much
room,
and
when
you
get
a few extra
words of welcome as they are words
coppers,
ask
a
nice
old
girl
to go to
of advice and admonition. There are
The Breeze staff with this issue is presenting something new to the stuthe
tea
room
and
have
a
coco
cola.
two reasons for this: we may depend
dent body, a six page paper. Previous to this time the College paper has conAfter
four
or
five
such
meetings
I
upon the members of the sophomore
sisted of four sheets but with the growth of the College both in numbers and
can
almost
guarantee
you
will
be
all
^guality^the staff feels that the student body is entitled to a larger and more class to give you a warmer welcome sophisticated and Harrisonburg wordcomplete paper. Different- departments have been created and new editors than the members of the faculty can ly wise. But, in a whimper dear, just
appointed. The staff is working hard to make such a paper possible and we give; then again, while being a fresh- remember your old auntie, dear and
ask for the worthy cooperation of the student body, along with constructive man at State College is a new experi- don't be afraid to ask advice.
criticism from its members. The paper is the school's, not ours and we so- ence for you, to members of the fac•Your Aunt Abigail.
licit your aid. It is only with your help that such a venture can prove suc- ulty who have seen freshmen classes
come
and
go
and
have
noted
the
mis;
Sophistication.
cessful.
takes they have made, there is a tremendous urge to sound a note of Dear Aunt Abigail::
warning.
Here I am Auntie, before you oracle
OUR PRIVILEGE
The other day I picked up a little with, weeping and wailing and gnashbooklet by Dr. Frank Crane entitled, ing of teeth—Pm like a man hunted,
One of the most outstanding events on the school calendar for this year "If I were twenty-one." This book- and haunted and trached down—On
will be the concert played by the Leginska's Boston Woman Symphony Orch- let is written from Dr. Crane's long all sides I hear, Now Doc Gifford I
estra on October 31. This is the first time in the history of the -school that such experience, and while we might not just can't take this math—Or mama famed company has played here, and the students ought to fully realize the agree with everything he has to say, ma thinks I ought to take a cooking
opportunity which will be placed before them. The important place that it is a booklet well worth pondering course or why Dr. Gifford I've only
music holds in the lives of humanity ha3 long since been recognized; but the over. I recommend it to you most changed my schedule just ten timessuperior music of the day seldom comes within the grasp of the majority of heartily. The reason I introduced this and now I need this extra course. Oh
communities. The magnanimity of the advent of this Symphony can not be subject was because some of the, chap- I am as a soul dewentecf, and tormentquestioned; and through the lyceum which is regularly booked for campus ter headings of this little booklet if ed by little girls, big girls, fat girls;
entertainment it is brought to the very door of the students. The students properly modified make an excellent thin girls and those ensicting married
should appreciate the prospects of this concert, and the thoughts of the treat freshman, creed. Here it is:
ladies, who just won't take no for an
in store for them should motivate their work.
1. If I were a freshman: / would answer—My, my Auntie—please tell
adjust myself to the campus and its a por distracted, human, what to doactivities; I would glory in wearing to straighten out the strings of this
my freshman cap; I would attend my tangled situation.
START
RIGHT
AND
BE
HAPPY
i:.
class meetings; I would go to the footAll dejected,
Y
1— ,
ball games and root.
Dr. Gifford.
Poor Freshman, so much talk of attitudes—attitudes.—buzzing around
2. . / would take care of my^body- I
r
their ears! How can they be expected' to know even the meaning of this would get out of the two hours physword much less the significance it has come to bear, here, when their attention ical education all that it is poossible Dear Dean Gifford:
is constantly being solicited and attracted from all sides? Webster defines to get; I would get some regular exerI feel flattered and honored to
an attitude ar. "bearing indicating action," and surely that is what one would
cise every day; I would take care of think that you should ask poor old
wish our least actions to- be—indicative of our attitude.
my natural endowment—especially my Auntie for a litle advice of how to
hand'-e the ladies—Because I've alTo have the right attitudes at H. T. C. one must, first of all, come here with eyes, my teeth, and my stomach.
an open mind, prepared to receive knowledge, and to give their best, not only
3. / would train my mind. Athletic ways heard; during my twenty years
for their own glory but for the love and the sake of this college.
prowess and social prestige ar'e dearJ stay on this campus, go to Dr. Gifford
to
the hearts of youth, but the chief about your schedule. "He is some kind
In High school, comes the first dawning that people don't really care,
after all, whether one acquires text book information or not. In college function of a college is to train the of sweet"—and I've thought you enthis impersonal feeling is even more emphasized. It is'only when the false mind. Therefore, I would not fail to joyed looking up into all the young
pride produced by one's senior year in high school, has been reduced to a get the most important thing the col- faces of the blonds and brunettes and
feeling of proper humility, and good will toward the world in general, that lege has to offer.
enjoyed helping them out of their terthe H. T. C. attitude has been attained. x It is this attitude which will pre- ' 4.1 would be happy. To many of rible situations of lost credits and
pare to play—quite softly and gently sometimes, but in tune, nevertheless, you, this is your first definite break
conflicts-^-and here I thought you
with the Great symphony after the small orchestra of college.
from home ties and most of you will
were all in your glory: but its turnsuffer many twinges of homesickness.
Jed
out to be what price p;!ary? So
This is but natural and normal, and
I" wouldn't give much for the boy that my advice offered merely as a sugEDUCATION'S INFLUENCE .
didn't feel that way. Cultivate the gestion is—Start in with cave man
other side, enjoy to the fullest your
"Social reform is not to be secured by taoise and shouting, by complaints one chance at college life these fine style, like back in the stone age when
and denunciation, by the formation of parties or the making of revolutions,
a man axed a woman and get all
autumn days that nature provides.
but by the awakening of thought and the progress of ideas. Until there be
5: / would save money. Some of l crude and rude and just shut the
correct thougR there cannot be right action, and when there is correct
you have perhaps been given a blank door in the faces of the blonds and
thought right action will follow.
check book to draw on your bank for brunettes and they will come in humThe great work of the present for every man and every organization of your necessary expenses; some of you
ble and in a meek voice say, Dr. Gilmen who would improve social conditions is the work of education, the propa- have been given a regular allowance,
gation of ideas. It is only S3 it aids this-that anything else can avail. And and some of you will have to make a ford this is the last time I'll annoy
in this work everyone who can think may aid, first by forming clear ideas part or all of your expenses while in you—So—Blessings to the Dean Gifhimself, and than by endeavoring to arouse the thought of those with whom college, it makes no difference how ford.
he comes in contact*
your college expenses are being finanYour calm and serene,
"Freedom Press" '
(Continued to Page 3, Column i)
Aunt Abigail
Member of Columbia Scholastic Press Association.

Editorial

WHAT OTHERS HAVE
TOLD US
A puppy plays with every pup he
meets, but an old dog has few associates—Joseph Billing.
No man can be provident of his
time who is not provident in the choice
of his company—Jeremy Taylor.
All orators are dumb when beauty
pleadeth—Shapespeare.
Tell mo what you are busy about
and I will tell you what you are.—
Goethe.
No book is worth anything that is
not worth much—John Ruskin.
The books which help you most are
the books which make you think the
most.—Theo. Parker.
Read a page and think an age.—
Ralph Waldo Emerson.
T'is the good reader that makes the
good book.—R. W. Emerson.
You will find poetry nowhere unless
you bring some with you.—Joseph
Joubert.
We find in life exactly what we put
into it—R. W. Emerson.
An old warrior is never in haste to
strike the first blow.—Metastasio.
Character is what we are in the
dark.—Anon.
Rich gifts wax poor when the givers prove unkind.—Shakespeare.
If men are so wicked with religion,
what would they be without it.—Benjamin Franklin.
Knowledge comes but wisdom lingers.—Tennyson.
AP. intense hour will do more than
dreary years.—Henry Ward Beecher.

THE TEACHER'S TEN
I

COMMANDMENTS

At a recent meeting of the Federal
Education Bureau in Washington, ten
rules or commandments were laid
down for the American school teacher. They are as follows:
"Thou shalt have other interests besides thy school room."
"Thou shalt not, cry to make of thy
children little images, for they are a
live little bunch, visiting the wriggling of their capacity upon you, their
teacher, unto the last weary moment
of the day, and showing interest and
Cooperation unto those who can give
them reasonable freedom in working."
"Thou shalt not scream the names
of~thy children in irritation, for they
will not hold thee in respect-if thou
screamest their names in vain."
"Remember the last day
week, to keep it happy."'

of

the

"Humor the feelings of thy children that their good will may speak
for thee in the little domain over
which thou rulest."
"Thou shalt not kill one breath of
stirring endeavor in the heart of ""a
little child."
"Thou shalt not suffer any unkindneso oi-speech or action to enter the
door of thy room."
"Thou shalt not steal, for the drudgery of many 'papers,' the precious
hours that should be given to recreation, that thy strength and happiness
may appear unto ail that come within
t.iy preoince."
"Thou shait not bear witness to too
many 'schemes of work,' for much
scattered effort is. a wearinesi to the
Mu and a stumbling block to weary
.infers." •■■•
"Thou shalt laugh—when it rains
and wee, wooly ones muddy the floor;
wnen it blo\Vs and door3 bang; when
Tommy spills ink and Mary flops a
tray oi trailing letters; when visitors
appear at the precise moment when
all small heads have forgotten everything you thought they knew.
And
again I say unto you, laugh—for upon these commandments hang all the
law and the profits in thy school
room."
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(Continued from Page 2, Column S.)
LARGE BOOK
ced, you ought to cultivate the art of
FINALLY FINISHED
saving money, whuch is simply another way of saying you ought to be
After seventy years of painstaking
The most prevalent disease among sure you are getting your money's
worth.
labor, the celebrated Oxford dictionour college students, and perhaps the
6. 7' would study the art of pleas- ary has finally been completed.
majority of the pople of today is
ing.
The world market-has an unlimit- The last word has been found
forgetfulness. More than 99 44-100
ed
demand
for a commodity that is and set down. This last word,
percent" of the inhabitants of the
called
in
the
slaing of the day "IT." "zyzt," the 411,047th word in the
world are inflicted with this terrible
disease, some more severely than The chief ingredient in this commod- language, is the obsolete form of
ity is interest in the other fellow. The what would now be "thou gayest" It
others.
world offers no better place for the seems the ideal last word for a book
This disease attracts but little atcultivation of this art than the college of words.
tention in the medical profession of
campus.
.
Back in 1882, Sir James Murray
From being introduced to the faculty the present day, nor has this group
7. I would make an agreement with sent the first pages of A to press.
members, and the wives of the men of of professional men ever given much
the faculty, the girls were ushered in- attention to it. Some say that it is my conscience. Many of you are re- This explains why such a common
to the dining room, where a delightful not a disease, but a disease is a leased for the first time frWi parental word«-now—as "appendicitis" is not
ice course was served.
The color disturbed or abnormal condition in restraint,. if there is any left any- in this'huge dictionary of ten vol- ■
scheme was again most attractively the living organism. Does not this where in the world. At least, you are nee. In 1882, "appendicitis" had
used in the refreshments.
mental derangement fit these qualifi- away from home and your home com- not been recognized as a separate disAfter being cordially greeted in the cations? Not only does the medical munity where you are known. You are ease and the word had not been coincharming manner of the faculty, the world fail to recognize this deficien- definitely a part of a community of ed.
guests returned to their respective cy but we ourselves give no atten- young people, many of whom may have
But there will be a supplement to
dormitories.
tion to it, we think that it is-a nat- ideas and ideals differing from yours. the work to take care of just such
ural consequence and let it pass a? Hence, I would make an agreement omissions. The supplement will have
With my conscience so that I could live to be a very large one^and perhaps
such.
with it day by day. Either, I would it is just a bit early to begin talking '
FEAR NOT THE NEW
The absent minded professor is
say, "Now, conscience, you don't know about it since Volume X, the last one
usually given as a typical example
anything about this thing called 'Col- of this great dictionary is not to be
In one of the large universities of of the most forgetful individual.
the world there was once a learned But is the man who takes out his lege Life,' and I want you to keep published until late in March; But
professor whose special field of study watch to see if he has time to go quiet from now on," or I would say, no dictionary will ever catch up with
"Now conscience, we have been part- a language as alive as English.
was sea shells. He had spent a life home for it, any more absent minded
time in studying and cataloging the than the girl who borrows a book ners all these years, we are going into a new life together, I want you to
various kinds of shells. He had fam- and forgets to return it?
Or the
iliarized himself with the discoveries girl who looked at the president when stick close through thick and thin^l IE WAY TO
and works of all- those who had pre- he is giving a lecture and forgets that 'cause I sorter have a notion I am
STUDY BIRDS
ceded him in his chosen work and he he, is speaking and begins to do so going to need you."
8. And lastly 1 would be a thorwas said to have owned the largest herself? Or the girl who stands up
In the August issue of the "Scienoughbred.
You will easily acquire the
collection of sea shells in the world. after everyone else around her has
tific
American" is an interesting artihabits
and
mannerisms
so
that
the
One day while walking along the sea been standing for seyeral seconds?
cle
on
"Bird Secrets Revealed by
whole
world
will
know
you
are
a
colshore he suddenly came upon a shell
What is the cure for this malady?
Bracelets"
by Walter E. Burton in
lege
student,
I
would,
therefore,
make
that did not fit into any of his known The best cure is its prevention; but
which
one
learns
that ornithologists
it
a
definite
part
of
my
schedule
to
classifications. He stopped for a mom- after the germ has begun, interest
find
the
answers
to
many questions
study
thA
art
of
being
a
thoroughbred
ent to look at it then crushed it under and attention are the only antisepabout birds by banding their legs. The
on
the
street,
on
the
campus,
and
in
his heel and marched on.
tics with which one can be inoculated
author states that the banding of
The above incident illustrates only to prevent further injury from the the classroom.
their legs will help scientists to deal
too well the life story of many of us. disease.
Samuel Johnson once said,
with individual birds in getting comWenSave become so tied up in our Interest is the Mother of attention;
AT
THE
MAIL
BOXES
plete, accurate knowledge concerning,
system of government; religion, and attention is the mother of memory;
the movement of all kinds of birds,
daily life that we refuse to accept If you would have memory, get her
"Oh, my dear. I was never so ter- the actions of various individuals
new thoughts or new principles of mother and her grandmother."
rified—Green and brown applique'— and species during the different sealiving because they do not conform
—Copied.
Four special references—Nary a let- sons, the cause of the enormously
with our present Creeds; or beliefs.
ter, nary a letter—Looks so cute with high rate of bird mortality, the reaWe are only copies of a pattern that
a permanant—Baaa! Baaa!—Tall sons for shifting migration routes,
does everything by rate or because it JUNIORS SERENADE
and dark—grand looking—One from the proportion of birds which return
is the proper thing to do. When
LITTLE SISTERS John—Oooh, a special—Hade a date year after year to their former meetsomeone suggests that we change our
Sunday—You know her—F—two or ing places, and many other perplexcustomary way of doing things we
ing problems which will lead to betshut our eyes to the advantage of
Much to the bewilderment of the was it three?
ter understanding of the birds. This
such a change and say, "No." We Freshman class as a whole, a mysterHow in the world did she rate a knowledge will be a means of showrefuse even to consider it for as we ious sign appeared on the bulletin bid?—four-thirty at Candyland—Not ing how migratory birds can be prosay, "That's not what we are accus- board in Harrison Monday morning. a line from the family in a whole
tected and how their usefulness as
tomed to doing."
Many and wild were the conjectures week—Seranade—She doesnt' get her insect destroyers can be maintained
Our repugnance over against any- as to its hidden meaning. Terrified mail ftere-r-Quick-my eye—Looks like and increased. The answers to some
thing that is untried is not modern new girls went seeking consolation football scrimmage—Dues and the of these questions are being obtained
1
but is as old as the earth itself. We and sympathy to their big Sisters, Cobwebs out of my box —Lettuce!— slowly while others will be solved
see in all history a tendency for peo- who were alarmingly uncommunica- At Y. W. service—Aren't the goats only after many years of banding and
ple to suffer wrong rather than to tive. As the hours rolled by, visions funny lookin?—New kind of candy— with thousands of persons cooperatdisturb their existing mode of life. of "pie-beds" and disturbed slumbers Some more books—and I haven's a ing.
This truth is embodied in the con- increased and multiplied. By 10:30, cent—Like'her with bobbed hair?—
stitution of the United States and is the much to-be-pitied new girls were Tea-room— Classes— Quizz— Why,
seen in the present day opposition to in a state of panic. However, their when did the bell ring? I didn't hear THERE'S NOTHING
world wide peace among nations, and fears were more than allayed, when itl
TO THIS WAY
in the doing away with superfluities precisely as the last bell rang, the
of woman's clothing. We still meas- lovely note of "Taps" came across AND YET
That's not a new phrase to us—we
ure time by the Julian calendar of the campus. The Junior class was
hear
it lots of times—its synomous
twelve months and still cling to our serenading their "little Sisters." A
TEACHERS LIVE
with blnffery. It has been done—gotcomplicated system of ounces and few beautiful songs were sung and
ten by with—but whit's the victory?
pounds as a standard of weight when "Taps" once more softly played—and
Just a few more answers found on
But
What do we gain? Nothing, is the anthe former has been proven incorrect the simple service was over.
test papers and we'll realize why they
swer—we pass the course, we no
and the latter impracticable.
We each homesick girl had a feeling of
have stopped having discussion quesknow these things are wrong; their peace and security in knowing that tions—Teaching becomes a mere joke! longer have to come to the class but
we gain nothing in fact we lose—lose
fallacies have been proven to us, but here were sincere, interested friends.
"Our forefathers did not begin to
the most valuable of things—time!
yet we refuse to correct them.
fight until the British put tacks in
If we are to amount to anything at
This hesitancy in adopting new
our
tea."
TOAST
all—if
we are to fight our way. out of
thought is fortunate in many ways
A state question on history—
the lowly—out of the mass of ignorbecause all new thought and theories
"What was the Sherman Act?"
are not good, but we should be care- I drink to empty hours and endless
Answer—"His marching through ant we must prepare ourselves with
the weapon Knowledge. When we
nights;
ful lest we become blind to all imGeorgia."
come
to College we make an open deAnother question: "Who discovered
provements and lest we be unable to I drink to frozen heart and crushed
claration
of our intention to gain the
spirit;
America?" Answer—"Bacon's Rebelpick out the good from the bad. We
best
in
life—we
show that we are not
need to have minds more open, to stop L drink to bitter years of fruitless lion."
content
with
just
ordinary things but
waiting;
And when it came to essays we find
living by creeds and dogma and provwant
the'best.
Therefore
why do we
I
drink
to
unrequited
love
of
mine.
the- following on Patrick Henry:
en formulas, and to shape our lives to
bluff?
Why
do
we
try
to
get
by? There
I
drink
to
happy
hours
that
you
have
"Patrick Henry was good little boy.
the best of that which is found in the
is
no
logic
and
in
the
long
run, no
known;
He
Went
to
school
and
did
his
lessons
past and the present. We should, as
happiness
in
shirking
one's
duty
and
I
drink
to
love
that
you
have
always
well)
Ho
listened
to
what
his
mother
Pope said:
said. When he got big he was a farm- "getting by."
had;
"Be not the first by whom the new is
I drink to your blissful cup and know er, then a lawyer aiid then a statestried,
Young Lover—Ann don't you think
Or yet the last to lay the old aside." That it sometimes is bitter too like man, and then he got married, and
then he said, "Give me liberty or give you could grow to love me?
,mine.
—Comenian.
mo death."
Ann Proctor—I'm afraid I've stopAnd thus continues the test pap- ped growing.
"There is nothing that costs so litTHE MOON
ers—
tle and goes so far as courtesy."
/',
Good-by to discussion questions.
Every man acts -the part of a traThe moon is a silver ball
"Dost thou love life!—then do not
gedian
once, at. least, because death
It is perfectly good form to sepak
Flung high
squander time, for that's the stuff
is
a
tragedy.
in hyperbole when lovers converse.
By a playful Pan.
life is made of."
—Franklin.
;*.'_

ARE YOU GUILTY
OF SUCH?

GUESTS ON CAMPUS

h

Miley Dingledine was Lillian Derry's guest.
Col. R. L. Smith of S. M. A. came
to see Gladys Hawkins.
Mildred Rhodes had as a visitor
Lewis Hutchins, of Newport News.
Carroll McDaniel was entertained
by Julia Reynolds.
Kathryn Pace's guest was Winfred
Malcolm, of Newport News.
,
Leigh Riley, from W. & L. came to
see Frances Rubush.
Margaret Pusey was visited by Ed.
Riley of W. & L.
Elwood Hunter' visited Hermie
Harper. ■
Preston Howard, of Hagerstown,
Md., was entertained by Rebecca
Holmes.
Elizabeth Oakes had as her guest
Bill Stine of Winchester.
Leigh Williams, of W. & L. came
.to see Grace Mayo.
Anne Proctor's uncle, Mr. C. L.
Proctor visited her during the weekend.
John Mote, from U. of Va., was
Dorothy Levi's guest.
Richard Smith visited Katherine
Thayer.
Elizabeth King entertained Frank
Pannil, of Waynesboro, as her guest.
Christine Hall's guest was Willis
Ellison.
Dinwiddie Stares was Gladys Dixon's visitor.
Martin Thibodean was entertained
"by Iva Lou Jones.
Orville Chew was the guest of
Christine Yarrett.

WEEK-END TRIPS
Mary Hopkins went home to Elkton.
Jean Bricker visited relatives at
Shenandoah.
Lida Henton went to Melrose.
',
Lida Armentrout was a guest at
Lacey Spring.
Dorothy Swank went to her home
in Linville.
Ethel Diehl spent the week-end in
McGaheysville. .
Mary Neff went to Broadway for
a visit.
Mary M. Neff went home to Melrose.
Mina Thomas was entertained by
Louise Sneed in Charlottesville.
Virginia Aldhizer, Nancy Williams,
and Blanche Schuler, visited their
parents in Broadway.
• N
Annabelle Beazley was Mrs. I. W.
Whitmore's guest in Burketown.
Pearle Scott went home to Port
Republic.
'Edith Chew and Gladden Hook
were guests of their relatives in
Staunton.

NEW GIRLS ARE
ENTERTAINED
At "Hillcrest," the home of President Duke on Friday evening, the fac*»
ulty entertained the freshman class
>
with its annual reception. From
, seven-forty-five o'clock to ten-thirty
• o'clock, the faculty received the
guests, who came by dormitories.
Each at an appointed time.
The house was effectively decorated
with great bunches of dahlias, the
*} '
red and white of freshman colors being carried out in the flowers, and
the tall red candles placed at charmingly appropriate places.
The faculty, headed by President
Duke and Mrs. Duke, received the
girls in the well-appointed reception
- hall and living room of "Hillcrest."
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THE BREEZE

LAFOLLSTTE IS THE
'NEW STUDENT EDITOR

Miss Suzanne LaFollette, author of
Breeze,
CONCERNING WOMEN and formHarrisonburg,
Va.
Southern colleges are doing little to
erly an editor of THE FREEMAN,
Re: Trade Practice Conference,
prepare their students to cope with
has become associate editor of THE
Periodicals.
TOM SAYS:
the growing industrialism of the
NEW STUDENT.' Beginning with
Some people are born and
South, according to an article by pro- Dear Editor:
the
October issue she will contribute
A" trade practice conference for the
bred in old Kentucky, but they
fessor Howard Mumford Jones in the
one
article each month to the magamight be a crumb up here.
October issue of THE NEW STU- publishers of Periodicals, at which
zine.
The first of these articles is
DENT. "N»where in the South," he Honorable W. E. Humphrey, Chair,
called
"The
Social Mold." It introsays, "has the study of economics man of the Federal Trade Commisduces a series of "Notes on Freedom,"
An
arab
may
be
able
to
live
on
proceeded so far as to offer notable sion, will preside, has been called to
a scholarly and fundamental study of
opportunities for advanced training. convene at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, dates. But a college student can't.
personal
freedom: its status in early
One goes North for his graduate work New York City, October 9, 1928, at
society
in
the light of anthropological
in this field. Only belatedly has the 10:00 a. m.
Phil Palmer—Said when Jimmie study, and its modern social, economstudy of sociology come to be an efThe purpose, as previously an- came to the train with her—Her lips ic, political, and cultural aspects.
fective force in southern university nounced in my letter to you dated said No-no, and her—Eyes said Yes-,
The October number featuring Miss
life, and at that, only in a few schools. May 4, 1928, is to give all concerned yes, So—the eyes had it.
\
LaFollette's article marks an imporYet it is evident that the South needs an opportunity to participate in formtant evolution in THE NEW STUnow as it needed a hundred years ago ulating some simple, workable, standIf you want protection Freshmen DENT.
Heretofore an intercollegian effective examination of the foun- ard rules intended to complete the
just call on the seniors.
They are ate magazine of student opinion apdations upon which the industrial sys- work already voluntarily, and indebig strong girls, take arm and ham- pealing only to a college audience, it
tem is to be built."
pendently begun by the publishers to mer soda every night.
has now become a general magazine,
eliminate from this field of publicity
"Such college men as are now in
"The new NEW STUDENT will not
all advertisements of a false and miscontrol of southern business were
compete in any way with existing
A
La.it
Date
leading nature. In other words, as
graduated (if they are alumni of
magazines of opinion," an editorial
experts in their line, men actively enIn the room there were just three
southern colleges) at a time when
announcement
proclaims.
"It will
gaged in this field are askd to assist
He the bridge lamp and she
modern departments of economics and
make
a
bid
for
the
adult
reader
outin the formation of rules designed to
Three is a crowd we've no doubt
sociology were almost unknown, and
side
college
as
well
as
the
college
perregulate this subject.
So the little bridge lamp went out.
necessarily they believe in, and operson, but there, we hope, the similarity
Neither
this
invitation
nor
attendate under a laissezfaire system of ecowith other general magazines will
nomic life which makes the Harvard ance or representation at the conferNotice to Freshmen
end.—Our endeavor will be to live up
or Columbia student rub his eyes in ence -should be taken to mean that . Now little girls if you want to haTe to the title—"student" and to deal
wonder. But I doubt whether there those addressed or represented have a "swell" time on the campus this mainly with the fundamental prinis any sinister control by" southern knowingly permitted the use of such year just take yeast.
ciples that underlie events and behavbusiness o f southern universities advertising in their publications, or
ior without committing ourselves to
which prevents the growth of econ- have aided or abetted advertises^ in
We have decided to give Nell Vin- any creed, political or otherwise.
omic thought in that region.
The deception of the public or unfair
"A critical examination of fundamethods of competition.
Quite the cent the new name, of Autumn besituation is far subtler.
mental beliefs by which we move and
contrary is generally true, as these cause, everything falls for her.
"One- truth—one profound truth— conferences are usually urged,, and
have our being seems to us more imin the general situation is that the brought to a successful termination
He—Have you ever been kissed be- portant to the intelligent man and
woman just at present than any cursouthern undergraduate is blankly in- by those in the industry who are fore?
different alike to economic theory and obeying the law and who wish not
rent program of action. The prevaShe—(meekly), Yes.
to the incipient and baffling problems only to protect the industry but also
He—Well is he too big for me to lent apathy towards causes and cru01 the new order m, the South. It is the public, and the conference is in beat?
sades is not to be deplored, in our
only natural that he should be so. aid of the splendid work in this conestimation,
since current programs
She—(very meekly)—No, but too
Typically the product of a small com- nection which many of the periodicals many.
tend generally to sentimental, uninmunity, typically also the product of have themselves started.
formed revolt against or else rationan upper middle-class family, he does
We notice the teachers have put alized surrender to the all-powerful
Some few inquiries received would
not know, because he has never seen, indicate that a doubt has been created signs in all three class rooms—Read- spirit of our highly geared but pursuch industrial areas as the coal in the minds of a few to the effect ing Betholine.
They simply mean, poseless .civilization."
fields of Pennsylvania, the mills of that the Commission was attempting more power to us.
Other articles in the October numNew Jersey, the manufacturing reg- Dymeans of this conference to extend
ber are: "Practical Politics," by Newion around the Great Lakes. He can- its jurisdiction thereby increasing the
Ann—I call Jimmie—pilgrim now. ton Arvin, professor of Literature at
not envision, for he has neither exEr.—You do—why?
Smith College; "The Student South,"
liability of publishers. Suffice it to
perience nor data to go on, the posAnn—Oh,
because
every
time
we
by
Howard Mumford Jones, and
say that the jurisdiction of the Fedsibility that in the future there may
eral Trade Commission could be ex- have a date he makes a little pro- "Have Engineers Ideals?" by an anbe southern industrial areas of the
onymous engineer.
tended or increased by Act of Con- gress.
same hideous ugliness, the same raw gress only.
The New Student
ancj gigantic energy. Even if his
Some Freshmen go around with an
It is trusted that you will find it
■teachers tell him so, the fact can mean
convenient to be represented and your expression that their classes are just
little to him.
THE RED CROSS IN
prompt reply will be appreciated. An meetings of the bored.
"It is out of this dilemma that official return envelope which requires
COLLEGE CIRCLES
Beware
southern colleges must somehow find no postage is enclosed for your conOur
faculty
have
learned
that
the
their way. As yet, it would seem, venience in responding to this invitaThe American Red Cross gives the
Cliff dwellers aren't the only bluffers.
.
they have not on the whole found any tion.
students of colleges and universities
Very truly yours,
solution. What is even more depressNit—We are going to call Mary, something to do and something to
M. Markham Flannery,
ing, there are a good many southern
think about. In disaster relief and
institutions of learning in which the Director, Trade Practice Conferences. Squirrel.
first aid on land and in water, it ofWitt—Why!
need for awakening an interest in
fers
adventure to the enterprising
• Nit—Aw, she's after all the nuts in
Round The Circle
social problems is not even felt. Shelalong
with service to one's fellows.
town.
Rags make paper,
tered behind the liberal arts curriculThen,
too, the Red Cross has educaPaper makes money,
um, these colleges continue to edutional
interests. The Junior Red
Julia Reynolds claims she is weak
Money makes banks,
cate gentlemen and gentlewomen.
Cross
is
an unofficial but^well recogas potato water, after her week of
Banks make loans,
They frown on Mencken but they do
nized
part
of our common school syspractice teaching. This is the genLoans make poverty,
not substitute anybody half as intertem.
The
Red Cross is doing active
eral cry of the Senior practice teachesting in his place.
And in. those
Poverty makes rags.
educational work in its public health
*
*
*
ers.
schools which are beginning to survey
nursing, home hygiene, nutrition,
the actualities of life around them,
Some Kings
Betty Douthat—After all, Dad, first aid and life-saving departments.
most of the battle for academic freeThe class composition was on
-Its' accomplishments in public welfare
dom is yet to be fought—that is, the "Kings" and this is "what one boy the real thing in college is what you
meet outside of the classroms. The are well known to students of socioright and necessity for universities to wrote:
logy, for the Red Cross has raised the
investigate economic and social phenThe most powerful king on earth is real advantage lies in social opporstandards in all these departments
omena has in most cases yet to be es- Wor-King; the laziest, Shir-King; one tunities.
and
has made a recognized contribuFather—Yes, Yes, Betty, taking
tablished. The campaign, when it is of the worst Kings is Smo-King; the
tion
to social science in some phases
fought, will be an absorbing one, but wittiest, Jo-King; the quietest, Thin- out check book. Now what did you
of
case
work, particularly in the reflunk?
the present collegiate attitude does King; the thirstiest, Drin-King; the
habilitation
of victims of disaster.
not seem likely to furnish many re- slyest Win-King, and the npisest, TalThe
Red
Cross,
on the other hand,
cruits. It is possible that a change King.
Can Yo;t Feature
looks
to-the
colleges
for its coming
» * *
of literary diet might awaken the old
A freshman went up to one of our
leaders.
It
wishes
to
interest studear professors and said: "Oh profesflame of enthusiasm for southern
Famous Crimea
dents
now,
so
as
to
enjoy
their ^resh
things and themes. It is a hopeful
sor, please do something absent-mindHanging pictures.
enthusiasm,
energy
and
constructive
ed."
sign that the negro literature of the
Stealing bases.
ideas when they take their places in
prest<it awakens a wide interest
Shooting the chutes.
the
world.
among southern undergraduates—
Running over a new song.
AUTUMN
NOTES
In
its progress upward, meeting the
here at least is one situation in which
Smothering a laugh.
increasing
responsibilities put upon
they are very much alert. But unitl
Murdering the English language.
When love is dying,
it,
the
Red
Cross must not only rethe hold of Menckenism among the
It is like a wall flower
plenish itself but add to itself as it
undergraduates is broken, or until it
You can always be what you would
Faded, withering.
goes. That is one reason why it is
wanes, we cannot look for much for- like to be. Are you sure that you
Cast aside, contemptuously
making a special effort to enlist colward-going interest in the new South know what you want? I doiibt it. Most
And yet, pitying.
lege men and women.
and its problems."
likely you want to be-^raalthy. It was
—Why should I be sorrowful?
Disaster relief is a phase of Red
Colton who said that wealth, after all,
I know in the Bpring.
Cross
service that is attracting the atis .a relative thing, since he that has
That flowers, in profusion,
tention of the nation and of the world
If you die with nothing done, you little and wants less Richer than he
Are gayly blooming
lived a life of going-to-do.
at this time. The fees paid for memthat has much and wants more.
And will bloom I
bership by thousands of students last

K~

year are now doing their share in this
relief work. Were it not for its annual enrollment, the Red Cross could
not maintain its reserves of staff and
treasure, which enabled it to dispatch
one party of trained relief administrators to Porto Rico while the island
was yet lashed by the record-breaking gale, and to send another party
into Florida in anticipation of the
storm, which the Weather Bureau
said was heading for that garden
spot, so as to be prepared when the
disaster struck. With the first word
flashed out of Porto Rico that local
food stocks could not care for thefeeding of the homeless, the Red
Cross' on that day spdnt $160,000 in
rice, beans, flour, salt pork and such
staples in New York City, which were
rushed into the hold of a Navy store
ship and started with all speed for
the sufferers. At that time, the national fund for relief asked by President Coolidge, as President of the
American Red Cross, had barely been
started. "
This illustrates the point that gifts
to special relief funds are not gifts
to the Red Cross but to a specified
group of sufferers. The Red Cross
is supported by its membership fees.
Members are enlisted for the ensuing
year during each annual Roll Call,
which opens on Armistice Day, November 11, and ends on Thanksgiving
Day.
The Porto Rico and Florida hurricane is but one disaster in three score
(Continued to Page 6, Column 3)
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. HARRISONBURG, VA.

Exclusive Victor Dealers.
Machines for rent.
Greeting cards—books—
engraving—College stationery—Pillows and
pennants
VALLEY BOOK SHOP
120 South Main Street

LILLIAN GOCHENOUR
MILLINER
Exclusive Millinery
Blue Moon.Hose

WELCOME STUDENTS
OF

i

S.T.C.
RALPH'S

Fletchers Pharmacy
Try our Delicious Hot
Toasted Sandwiches
"Best in Town"
The glad to see you store

: GEORGE'S :
Candy Kitchen
Hot Lunches
Hot Coffee
Hot buttered toasted ,
Sandwiches
No dif«h over 10c
Delicious Coffee
The best Home Made Candies
with the lowest price
College girls this is your first
stop and first up to date store
down town.
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If you have not already sent in your of events of interest on, the campuses
three dollars for a year's member- of other institutions, but will also reship, do so at once. That will help lieve the already-overworked college
that much to carry on the work that editor of the necessity of maintaining
a supply of material for instant shovhas been so well started.
ing into a vacant space in a form, is
ORGANIZATION
AND
MEMBERThe annual meeting the the Naessential.
SHIP
OF
ASSOCIATION
tional College Press Association has
Such a service can be developed as
At
the
third
annual
meeting
of
the
been set for November 16 and 17 at
a
phase
of the service of the National
National
College
Press
Congress,
Purdue University, West Lafayette,
College
Newspaper
Association to its
held
at
Oklahoma
University
last
fall,
tnd.
The editors and business managers plans were made to form the congress members. Plans will be discussed at
of all college newspapers, whether into a compact organization, with an the convention for the launching of
members of the Association or not, actual membership. In order to faci- such a project providing daily releases
are invited to be present at the meet- litate that, the office of executive sec- for the drtily, semi-weekly for the
ing which will open Friday morning retary, at a small salary, was creat- semi-weekly, and weekly for the weekly, at a cost well within the means of
and close in time for a football game ed, and a man elected to fill it.
every college publication in the counThe
purpose
was
to
create
a
cenSaturday afternoon.
tral office from which business of the try.
The program wil linclude speeches
College papers who feel the need of
association could be transacted, asby men nationally known in the newssistance and-advice given its mem- such a service, and the other developpaper field, round-table discussion of ,
:,
,,
- ,.
.,
....
bers and college journalism in gen- ments made possible by a unified nathe problems confronting the editors!
,
.__ _ _,
i.„r„_..
eral, comprise a clearance bureau j tional organization, should send in
and business managers of the college
through which news could be collect- their membership at once.
newspapers, presentation of papers
The least you can do for the aded and distributed and a contact esby college editors on college journalvancement
of the National College
tablished between the members of
istic questions of the day, a banquet,
the association between conventions. Newspaper Association is place it on
entertainment and a football game.
To do that a fee of three dollars a the mailing list of your publication.
At that time, also, plates will be
year per paper was created. A bul- Send it to the N. C. P. A. University
perfected for a closer national organletin Was to be published monthly and of Akron, Akron, Ohio.
ization and means of rendering greatdistributed to all members.
TO SELECT NEW OFFICERS AND
er service to members and to the inLack of funds has curtailed the
CONVENTION SITE
stitution of college journalism itself.
publication to three since the organAt the meeting of the National ColA period will be included in the ization in February. Plans have now
lege Press Association at Purdue Noprogram at which editors and busi- oeen made to resume publication on
vember 16 and 17, new national ofness managers catoi bring up their the monthly basis as intended.,,
ficers will be elected and a site for
specific problems for discussion. As
The central office stands ready to the 1929 convention selected.
the large group in attendance will .giye advice or information on any
- Colleges who feel that they have the
make it practically impossible to con- subject pertaining to college journalideal location for the 1929 convention,
sider all the problems of the editors ism within its knowledge or power
should come prepared to present arand business managers, a schedule of to procure.
Letters should be ad- guments telling why the next meeting
the ones important to the largest dressed to Sherrill E. Leonard, Unishould be held on its campus.
number, -will be worked out. ■
versity of Akron, Akron, Ohio.
Although the present national ofIn order to determine the relative
This bulletin, issued monthly, will ficers feel that theineeting should not
importance of problems, the editor be sent to you as part of your membe held in any of the extremes of the
and business manager of each publi- bership. Send in your three dollars
counry he site will be picked on the
cation is requested to send the Execu- now. That will pay your dues for a
convention'floor by vote of the deletive Secretary the list of points he year from the date your membership gates.
. . '
would like discussed. From the ans- is received.
•
According to the present plan of
wers received, the convention comTO TAKE IN SECTIONAL
organization,
the vice-president elect
mittee will select those of interest to
GROUPS AS UNITS
must be a junior and in attendance at
the largest number and they will be
Plans are being made by the naincluded in the program. An editor j tional officers to take in the state and tiy convention. The same applies to
man from the college picked for the
or business manager of a college P^P" j sectional college journalistic associaer particularly familiar with the sub- L^ ag a -^ of ^ ^^ Group convention, for convention chairman.
The president-elect can be a senior,
ject will.be asked to prepare a paper jfees &nd arrEnge'ments can ^ worked
and
turns the reigns of office over to
on the subject and present it to jtart.,. ^ the executiye ^^ If
the vice-president at the time of his
the discussion moving. ;
|
re an officer of a state or secSeparate conferences of the editors ] ^^ association) please communi. graduation. The executive secretary
holds djsc-retion of the national comand
. with
tw<
_ ..business . managers
* ,, will ,be Jheld i\ cate
him at*. once. _
for .the ...two, phases
of ,the. work.
v
i as/ mitted consisting of the„other officers.
n
,
' ,. A .re-; ' One
ofa «.•
the aims ofe a
the national
CONVENTION . ATTENDANCE •
cord will be kept and the discussion
. .. • . .-. ... _.
. , , ..
. ,
,
.,.,,,
I soeiation is the sponsoring and umf ysummarized and sent to the delegates •.
.
.:
,
„, ., .
,
NOT LIMITED TO MEMBERS
.,. ,,
,.
ing of sectional groups. To that eno
after the convention.
„ the
., national
. » officers
~
i
c.
J
Attendance
at the congress of the
are at work. Send
A defmitejprogram will b .railed & the list of officers and members of National College' Press Association is
you by the convention committee with- your local association or any plans open to all college newspapers in the
in the next week or so. In the mean for organizing one on which you need country. Membership is a separate
time, work up your ideas and prob- help."
phase of the organization. Not even
lems and mail them in to-the ExecuPresent ..^uonal officers of the as- voting power is limited to"it. You are
tive Secretary.
sociation are Frank Denis, Univer- invited to attend the meeting and help
COLLEGE JOURNALISTIC DE- sity of Oklahoma?-^ resident; Sherrill i plans for solving of the problems.of
VELOPMENT BY THE EDITOR
E. Leonard, University of Akron, conege journalism.
Greater problems than ever before vice-president and executive secre-j Plenty tjf good speakers and valface the college journalistic world of
tary; A. E. Hoehkr, Purdue Univer-j uable dissuasion on college newspaper
today. In line with all institutions
sity, convention chairman; and I. R} problems are promised, but interminand industries, its standards have Johnson, Purdue University, faculty; gled with that will be sufficient enterbeen raised arid its requirements
tainment to make the trip well worth
advisoiv
vJf
1
made more exacting.
In order to
while.
LIMITED TO COLLEGE
maintain its place in the business
Make your plans now to attend the
NEWSPAPERS
world and its student rating, a colmeeting. Mix with the editors and
In according to the ruling by the business managers of college papers
lege paper must maintain a higher
convention
at Oklahoma University from 48 states. The value and interstandard of exactness and completelast
fall,
this
year's meeting will be est of the speeches, the ideas gleaned
ness than ever^before.
limited
to
college
newspapers only.
College papers have reached the
from-discussions and papers, to say
At the second meeting annuals and nothing of the entertainment and
point that they are no longer looked
upon as a miniture copy of the me- comic magazines were also mcluaed. pleasure of traveling. Watch for the
tropolitan paper, but a laboratory It was found that individual pro- complete program.
for the advancement and improve- grams had to oe worked out for each "SEE YOU IN PERDUE NOVEMgroup, as none had like problems and
ment of the metropolitap sheet.
BER 16 AND 17!
i
Today is an age of cooperation and needs. ;
At Oklahoma last year, annuals and
organization.
Cooperative advertisSOME "THREES"
ing campaigns, business forums, chain newspapers only were included. There
FOR YOU
stores, retail and credit associations again the annual meeting was a failure,
cs
all
'gathered
at
the
meeting
i—in fact organizations and groups in
Three things to fight for—honor,
every walk of life combining to dis- could no longer be incorporated into
country and home.
cuss and sojve its general problems the book. • .
Three things to think about—life,
At that time the" association went
and present a united front to the
on record as limiting membership and death and eternity.
world.
Three things to govern—temper,
Many problems such as national attendance at conventions to college
tongue and conduct.
advertising, use of pictorial inserts newspapers only,
Three things to live—courage, genin college papers,'handling of national; PLANS FOR NEWS BUREAU
tleness and noble character.
college news—must be met, faced,'
UNDER WAY
Three things to hate^-cruelty, arrosolved, and a unified stand taken.
? ft news bureau, through which
gance
and ingratitude.
From a small group of forward-; short stories, cartoons, cuts, columns,
Three things to delight in—franklooking- college editors at the Univer- j news stories, feature stories, editorials
sity of Wisconsin in the fall of 1925,! and editorial humor can be distribut- ness; freedom, and beauty.
Three things to avoid—idleness, loives developed a national organization i ed, is one of the needs of the college
quacity and flippant jesting.
composed of college papers from all i journalistic world,
Three things to wish for—health,
parts of the country.
The service of two which have come
Big strides have been made during into being, privately owned, is inad- friends and cheerful spirit.
Three things to admire—intellectthe past year and still greater were equate and too expensive. A service
hampered only by the lack of funds. which will not only provide late news ual power, dignity and gracefulness.
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MERIT SHOE COMPANY, Inc.
KEEP ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE STREET
Buy Your

SHOES AND HOSIERY
Free-Pencils-At-All-Times
40 N. Main Street
,**'

Harrisonburg, Virginia

OUR SHOES .
Keep your feet vigorous and
ready for any task
Good looking, too and retain
their shape

BLUE BIRD TEA
ROOM

Hosiery
"As you like it"

College Girls Always Welcome

YAGER'S
Shoe Store

Everything good to eat

(Fine Shoe Repairing)

YOUR NEW REXALL STORE
at 46 South Main Street Is Newly and Specially Built for
your CONVENIENCE
GREATER COMFORT
BETTER SERVICE
WE WANT YOU TO FEEL AT HOME HERE
• COZY SODA BOOTHS
.; LUNCHEONETTE
TOASTED SANDWICHES
.
We have installed a pew, modern, Sodi Fountain, scientifically cooled by the Frigidair* method. Imperial Ice Cream only, will be served. Milk from Brookdale Dairy,
acknowledged to have the lowest bacterial count will be usedi exclusively.
Our
jyrups, fruits, etc., will be the beet obtainable.

* VIRGINIA DRUG STORE
YAtf %*aK Store

s

2

Welcome Back to Harrifconburg
'-^AND TO

THE BETTER STORE
The One Place where only the .
Newest Ready-to-Wear, Mil- ^
linery, and Footwear are
•*?'*
displayed
■" ■

SensCk

S.BLATT'S

First In with the Latest Out

WELCOME STUDENTS
We hope'our
§oda gandwich Shoppe
•*

Will bring new faces and
convert our old timers into
Steady Repeaters
Harris»j|rburg, Va.
^Phone 5 5

Latest Records and Booths
"Service with a Smile"

FETZERS'
Harrisonburg's One Price Cash StoreNewest and best things in
Pumps, One Strap's, Oxfords, Hosiery &c.
Van Raalte Gloves
$1.00
Point Heel Silk Stockings
$0.95 — 1.35

1.50
1.65

We have all kinds of toasted sandwiches
STOP AT

::

CANDYLAND

::

Where you get home made candles & ice cream
We serve light lunches and the best coffee in town
A trial will convince you
72 Main Street

f

y
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some institutions,' college credit is
of treatment. N
(Continued from Page 1, Column 2.)
AN ESSAY ON SPEECH
It is not the purpose of this editor- given for Red Cross first aid and lifeand in its meanings, but especially as
ial to reflect on any of the professors saving.
a whole; as a single thing with which,
9t V. P. I. It is merely an expression
As President Goolidge phrases it,
as a human being trying to live intel- ■ One of the early acquisitions of
of the viewpoint of the student, and the Red Cross "has become an intiprimitive
man
was
speech.
It
evolved
"A ^m;PARmENT5I01U3
lectually, every one of us must deal.
gradually from half articulate sounds. an attempt to prove that many men mate part of our daily life."
The
"quality—always at a saving"
Athens was for a long time and still When objects came to be associated, are not gfiven an opportunity to do same may be said of our colleges,
^s, in fundamental ways, the school- with sounds, words came into being. themselves justice in the classroom. whose graduates are a great upliftmistress of Europe. At the same time Sentences were formed, and speech be- It is not the. wish of the staff that this ing force in national advancement.
the ancient situation is radically dif- gan. Grammar was discovered, and editorial be. considered as a discussion Thus The Red Cross Roll Call is held
ferent from that of our own modern the use of words was governed.
of a situation confined strickly to the in our colleges because again, in the
world.' In Athens one finds only the
GLAD YOU'RE BACK!
Speech is one of the precious pos- faculty at V. P. I., although it is true words of the President:
"We have
beginnings of the ideas whose develop- sessions of man. Our civilization is that like all other colleges we have
tested the Red Cross in war and
ment we now call science—the vast highly dependent upon it. Our speech many faults. It is true, however, that peace. It has never failed us.
The Old' Town was sure
It
array of ideas and inventions which shows our knowledge beliefs, charac- there are professors who will not alnever will so long as it Holds your
mighty lonesome without you!
have made possible modern living and ter, and abilities. We are judged by low a student to express an opinion
support."
modern industry was there a thing It. Therefore, we should speak judi- of his own, and no credit is given for
Seems good to have you back!
National Red Cross
undreamed of. And in like manner the ciously. Several common faults should original thought. It is of preeminent
Drop in and look at all the
Greek view of life with which we deal be avoided.
irncortance to some that the student
things we've got to make life
came before the growth of Christian
Primarily, the trivial conversation absorbs what he thinks, and not think
religion and Christian morals.
at H. T. C. more comfortable.
and small talk are to be shunned. for himself. This may be a safe me"Here then, we have a human sit- This kind of conversation usually oc- thod in a strickly technical course,
Sweaters, caps, prom frocks and
uation identical with our own in es- curs between people who are in fre- but it will not prove satisfactory as a
"fixings"
for your room! Same
sential ways, but different from our quent contact. This type of inter- general process. In many instances a
The seven wonders of the ancient
old
welcome!
Same old Sfevmgs!
own both in the formulation of human course is often heard in a workshop student has actear idea of a problem world have been superseded by a movalues and meanings and in the ma- or in a field: "Hey, Bill." "What?" of some kind, but if he states it in dern list of nine.
Harrisonburg's Busiest Store
chinerv which men have made to serve I "Nothing." "Shut up, will you?" It his own words and not in the exact
In an effort,to designate specifically
their purposes. The college is arrang- j mg^es eaph party lose respect for the terms of the professor—he is wrong. the most important achievements of
ing.the first year of the study on the° other's conversation. Even college men If he takes issue with him he gets ze- modern man, Popular Science Monththeory that if young Americans can have this habit, andj address each ro. The only explanation for this is ly, after compiling a list of fifty sugunderstand in terms of likeness and other
nuwuugi teasing
w««"6 •«•»■
tone. that some instructors arc overbearing, gestions made by several hundred lea(u,,,.,. in a bentering,
differences how the Athenians lived, j Thfi Eng]ish author Goldsmith was „a dogmatic, or event narrow-minded. ders in Amrican science, industry and
; We cater to any Size
in what circumstances, in what ways, j genius with a peili but in oral dis- One purpose of the college is to de- education, has submitted its compilaDINNER, PARTIES
for what ends, by what devices and course he was a character to whom velop individual original thought, tion of Dr. Samuel W. Stratton, presiwith what successes and failures.they none paid attention. Associates be- self-expression, and a moderate degree dent of the Massachusetts Tnstitute of
Phone No. 9 for Reservations
will be helped toward* Better living in come contemptuous of the man who of confidence in personal opinion. Jf', Technology alld former director of the
,'contemporary America."
vocalizes every thought. It, is a ten- the professor takes the above attitude United States bureau of standards,
American Civilization Next
acious habit, but can be broken. Sec- this purpose of the college is defeated, for*reduction to its most concrete
Choice of American civilization as ondly, one's conversation should be and in its place will develop serious
terms.
the topic for the second year's study grammatical. Nothing so distinguishes inferiority-complex and • discourager
vr/x
—^
~i
»
»«**.-*mi
?n
•
Or,• Stratton's list as presented
?is explained on the ground that it is the gentleman as the correct use of nient. No two people s mmds run in
. in
the
February
issue
of
the
magazine,
"The Cafe Beautiful'
the ore under whiih we are living— language. The principles of syntax exacte.y similar trends and any ins
follows:
;
~'
the one in which we may analyze our are easily mastered, thus there is no structor so inconsiderate as to expect
1.—The discovery of bacteria andj
own commitments and prejudices on excuse, for the frequent blunders a word-for-word repetition of his own
the
application pf bacteriology to-m>
many disputed matters.
opinion and definitions has a too suamong "educated people.
..an
n'e.iare.
Diamonds
Watches
According to Prof. John M. Gaus,
In the third place, a statement perior opinion of ?iis own knowledge
2.—The progress of knowledge of
the second-year course will inquire in- 'should be made in the best way pos- and efficiency.
to the geography, climate and resour- sible. A sentence may be grammatiIt is just as true that a student can- the constitution of matter and radiJOHN W. TAWAJERRO
ces of America; it will seek to show cal and yet not express the thought not grasp in a few hours a clear con- action'phenomena.
who Americans are, where they came as the utterer intended it. Clarity ception of the things it has taken the
3.—The progress. of electricity . as
JEWELLER & OPTOMETRIS
from, and why, and in what number; j js most important. But often a cutting instructor months to acquire so'"per- to light, power and communicationhow they have gone about getting a j remark may produce the same result fectly as is the fact that Rome was
4.—The internal combustion'engine
"* Established 1879
living and under what economic in- iJ moderated in tone.
Diplomacy not built in a single day. One of the aftd its application.
■1
' ".
.
- •
fluences; with" what physical sur- should be employed, but not to the ex- greatest attributes of every human j 5.—Modern method's of structure
Horrisomburg'8
Oldest, Largest
roundings they have equipped them- tent of "fence-straddling" or obscured being is the privilege of self-expres- j building, with metal and cement.
' *•
selves and how they have organized meaning. President McKinley refused sion and originality.
6.—Modern metallurgy.
their social setting. Next will come a office-seekers in such a genteel way
-Virginia Tech
7.—Prpcess of food preservation^in- . / and Best Jewelry Store
review of American ideas and feelings that they left him, believing they had
cluding canning and refrigeration.
as expressed through native litera- received the appointment. A set rule
8.—Aircraft and aerial navigation.
J
ture and art.
cannot be followed, but sincerity, {Continued from Page b, Column 5.)
9.—Development of machinery to
or more that yearly enlist the servic- lessen the burden of labor and inAll but two of those entering the moderation and diplomacy should be
es
of the American Red Cross. ' At crease -its output.
freshman class are planning to con- blended for the best results.
times, there are as niiiny as ten relief
For comparison the article lists the
tinue, this method of study through
Finally one should again, ask of
ies.j operations gW^n at once in differ- seven wonders of the ancient world.
the sophomore year.
ent parts of toe1' country/ Workers The Pyramids and the Sphurx, the
The university plans to give them tion "Must the remark be made at
(Operating nearly half century)
junior entrance to any desired course all?" One-fourth of our speech could had just been sent into Itornado dis- Hanging Gardens of ^Babylon, the
after completion of these two years of well remain unsaid. Speech is silver, tricts of the northern midwest, while tomb of M'ausolus, the Temple of DiPHOTOGRAPHS
but silence is golden. Remarks about others were winding up relief for ana at Ephesus, the Colossus of
work.
this season's floods in the Mississippi' Rhodes, the statue of Jupiter Olymthe
weather,
tedious
explanations,
While the college authorities are
Valley whdn thfe news came of the pus and the Pharos of Alexandria.
not saying this plan of study is a suc- trite generalities, discussipns of per- hurricane in the West Indies.
for every need
In
Where the ancient wonders were
cess, at least they are enough satis- sonalities, discussions of oneself, and
minor disasters, which leave small
fied so that they are planning to try gossip, would all be better unmade for communities prostrate, the Red, Cross all architectural and artistic,the crethose concerned.
ations of slave labor, whose mere size
the experiment again.
The quiet man is thought wise for makes no appeal for funds, although brought wonder to the ancient mind,
,-i—
he does not display his ignorance'; he it may on occasion use local contribu* the modern wonders of applied sciOUTSIDE INFLUENCE is liked, for he"hurts no feelings; he tions. At such times it furnishes ence, although lne^knably more impopular, for he disagrees with none; workers and supplies out of its own portant, play such a part in everyday
/
JEWELERY
Professional and not educational he is modest, for he never speaks of reserves. This gives force to special life that the world accepts them as 1 .
appeals,
when
the
entire
nation
is
commonplace.
organizations are seting the stan himself; he is listened to, for he rare10% OFF
-^Selected.
dards for professional schools, to the ly speaks; he is respected, for he moved to pity by some outstanding
great detriment of unhampered teach- never gossips. Wottfri that there were calamity. So the annual membership
On all merchandise in our
campaign may be considered as the
ing, writes Dean Frederick J. Kelly, more,of his type.
store to college girls
WITH THE FROSH
public's part in the smaller relief
Exchange
RINGS PINS NOVELTIES
of the University of Minnesota, in a
tasks.
newly-published paper on The InB. C. DEVIER & SONS
fluence of Standardizing Agencies in
Water safety is a Red Cross serFreshman training—over at last!
Education. By keeping up approved
vice, which has been so widely adoptThis necessity to put out mental ef- ■On Right'at S. E. Cor. C. Sq.
lists and threatening to strike schools
ed in colleges—men's, women's and fort has always been greeted with
from these lists, says Dean Kelly, outcoeducational—that a list would read groans and shrieks by the new girls.
side agencies are playing a large part
like a college directory. As typical
"What? Me,—memorize four verses
In every college and university examples, West Point, Annapolis and
in. determining the schools' dangers
of that song, 0—my—gosh!
' growing out of this situation :• endan- there are two distinct types of profe"s~- Yale may be mentioned in the East,
Unsympathetic upper classmen
gering of public confidence on the sors—namely, those that drive the Northwestern University, the Iowa have added to this feeling always;
and agricultural and Michigan State colground that the profession limits the student to get him to do the work,
citing anetdotes of friends—who fail1
those
that
allow
or
encourage
the
stunumber of entrants, thus increasing
leges in the Middlewest, and' Univer- ed and telling of catch questions em2 doors North of
fees for professional services; an in- dent to adapt and apply himself to the
Virginia Theatre
ployed
in
the
exams—
sities
of
California,
Southern
Califorfluence disproportionate to the de- problem. In many cases, no doubt, it is
However,
it
is
felt
that
the
mentalModern
Cleaning & Pressing
mand for curriculum adjustments; necessary to . resort to the driving nia, Arizona, Oregon and WashingExpert Hat Cleaning of all kinds
ity
of
this
year's
class
was
not
serton
in
the
Pacific
area.
This
takes
and uniformity in practice stifling ex- method, but it is the common belief
Electric Shoe Repairing
iously impaired by the amount of
Shoe Shine Parlor for Ladies
perimentation and impeding prog- among students that they get more no account of the many local, corps in
work required, father that they have
and Gents
ress. Law> medical, pharmaceutical out of a subject when the professor college communities, made up/Chiefly
been extremely successful in the
Work
called
for and Delivered
is
of
the
latter
type.
Man
is
no
difand dental associations are named as
Phone
265W
Harrisohbtfrg, Va.
of
students,
of
which
so
many
floursmallness
of
the
number
of
cases
of
ferent from oher animals when it
the most influential agencies.
Brain
Fever
reported!
ish
in
the
middle
west
and
south.
In
comes to responding to the right kind
Selected

We Missed You!
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TYPES OF COLLEGE
PROFESSORS

NICK & CO.
Cleaners

HOLE PROOF HOSE
GOSSARD CORSETS
FASHION PLATE SHOES

B.NEY&SONS

Shenandoah Valley's Greatest Department Store
"Opposite Post Office

.

Harnsbiiburg, Virginia

DRESSES
COATS
MILLINERY
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